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Abstract
This paper evaluates a state-space methodology of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control strategy using
a two-by-two tightly coupled scenario applied to a physical gas turbine hybrid power system. A centralized
MIMO controller was preferred compared to a decentralized control approach because previous simulation
studies showed that the coupling effect identified during the simultaneous control of the turbine speed and
cathode airflow was better minimized. The MIMO controller was developed using a state-space dynamic
model of the system that was derived using first-order transfer functions empirically implemented through
experimental tests. The controller performance was evaluated in terms of disturbance rejection through
perturbations in the gas turbine operation, and set-point tracking maneuver through turbine speed and
cathode airflow steps. The experimental results illustrate that a multi-coordination control strategy was able to
mitigate the coupling of each actuator to each output during the simultaneous control of the system, and
improved the overall system performance during transient conditions. On the other hand, the controller
showed different performance during validation in simulation environment compared to validation in the
physical facility, which will require a better dynamic modeling of the system for the implementation of future
multivariable control strategies.
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Multicoordination Control
Strategy Performance in Hybrid
Power SystemsAQ3 21
22 This paper evaluates a state-space methodology of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
control strategy using a 2 2 tightly coupled scenario applied to a physical gas turbine
fuel cell hybrid power system. A centralized MIMO controller was preferred compared to
a decentralized control approach because previous simulation studies showed that the
coupling effect identified during the simultaneous control of the turbine speed and cath-
ode airflow was better minimized. The MIMO controller was developed using a state-
space dynamic model of the system that was derived using first-order transfer functions
empirically obtained through experimental tests. The controller performance was eval-
uated in terms of disturbance rejection through perturbations in the gas turbine opera-
tion, and set-point tracking maneuver through turbine speed and cathode airflow steps.
The experimental results illustrate that a multicoordination control strategy was able to
mitigate the coupling of each actuator to each output during the simultaneous control of
the system, and improved the overall system performance during transient conditions. On
the other hand, the controller showed different performance during validation in simula-
tion environment compared to validation in the physical facility, which will require a bet-
ter dynamic modeling of the system for the implementation of future multivariable
control strategies. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4039356]
Keywords: multi-input multi-output control strategy, MIMO, state-space, centralized
23 control, hybrid power system, fuel cell, gas turbine, fuel cell gas turbine hybrid
24 1 Introduction
25AQ5 The combination of heat and power in a fuel cell–gas turbine
26 hybrid cycle provides high theoretical efficiency [1,2]. In particu-
27 lar, the ability to recover extra heat produced by the fuel cell into
28 a gas turbine cycle reduces fuel required in the gas turbine system
29 [3,4]. This provides a strong benefit in terms of emissions and fuel
30 cost. Figure 1 shows a fuel cell–gas turbine hybrid layout, where a
31 fuel cell may ideally replace the combustor of a typical Brayton
32 cycle.
33 One of the primary barriers to commercializing these fuel
34 cell–gas turbine hybrid systems is the simultaneous control of the
35 various parameters that affect the performance of the cycle [5–7].
36 For instance, within a fuel cell–gas turbine hybrid, a minor devia-
37 tion in the turbine speed affects the airflow to the cathode of a fuel
38 cell, which affects the generation of the fuel cell waste heat that
39 drives the gas turbine. Although several other parameters affect
40 the fuel cell/turbine performance, the multivariable control strat-
41 egy developed here was reduced to simultaneously control the tur-
42 bine speed and the cathode airflow because they were both
43 considered the two most critical parameters in the system.
44 In general, depending on the level of coupling/decoupling
45 effect existing in the system, multiple parameters can be con-
46 trolled using decentralized or centralized architectures [8–10]. In
47 this work, a centralized methodology was chosen because in pre-
48 vious studies, Tsai et al. [11] showed that in such a hybrid config-
49 uration, a centralized multi-input multi-output (MIMO) controller
50 was more beneficial in the control of the cross-coupling effect. In
51 those simulations, single-input single-output controllers were
52 evaluated against a centralized architecture, and it was found that
53 process instabilities can occur during the simultaneous operation
54 of the actuators when independent controllers were used, rather a
55 centralized approach had to be adopted.
56Thus, an experimental validation on the physical plant of a cen-
57tralized state-space controller is the primary motivation for this
58work. In particular, the purpose of the study was not an optimiza-
59tion of the state-space controller, but aimed to evaluate the mini-
60mization of the dynamic coupling interactions existing in the
61physical power plant using a centralized architecture to confirm
62the results of the previous model based studies. In the beginning,
63the MIMO strategy was tested in simulation environment to
64prove the stability of the performance, and subsequently it was
65tested on the physical power plant. For the experimental valida-
66tion, each control loop was individually tested before the simulta-
67neous operation of the actuators was controlled using the MIMO
68architecture.
69The multivariable control strategy was evaluated under turbine
70disturbance perturbations, turbine speed, and cathode airflow set-
71point tracking maneuver. Perturbations in the turbine operation
72were aimed to reproduce waste heat variations caused by hypo-
73thetical fuel cell load transients, which, in general, represent the
Fig. 1 Fuel cell–gas turbine diagram AQ18
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74 primary challenge in terms of control or disturbance rejection for
75 a gas turbine in this hybrid configuration, whereas the set-point
76 tracking maneuvers evaluated the coupling created by the auto-
77 mated response of each individual actuator.
78 Results show that a centralized architecture is able to mitigate
79 the coupling effect existing in a 2 2 control scenario, but differ-
80 ent performances are shown during the validation of the MIMO
81 controller between the simulation environment and the physical
82 system. Although linear first-order transfer functions matched the
83 dynamic response using single-input perturbations to the physical
84 system, the simultaneous operation of the actuators can create
85 behaviors that cannot be captured using simple first-order models.
86 In the physical process, the coupling can be strong enough such
87 that better models are required for the development and valida-
88 tions of future control strategies.
89 2 Background
90 Many studies have been performed to evaluate the most
91 adequate control architecture for fuel cell systems in general
92 [12–15]. In particular, the need of controlling multiple parameters
93 on these systems focused the attention on the evaluations of
94 decentralized and centralized control diagrams [16–18]. Gener-
95 ally, the development and validation of those strategies was per-
96 formed in simulation environment using high detailed nonlinear
97 models and/or linear polynomial input–output transfer functions
98 [19,20]. Overall, it was shown that a centralized MIMO controller
99 ensured better performance rather than single-input single-output
100 control loops because of the capability on rejecting the coupling
101 effect when disturbances affected the operability of the system.
102 For instance, Mueller et al. quantified the performance of a cen-
103 tralized linear quadratic regulator in rejecting fuel and ambient
104 temperature disturbances compared with a previously developed
105 decentralized controller [20]. The development and validation of
106 those control strategies were based on a high detailed nonlinear
107 dynamic model implemented through mass and energy conserva-
108 tion principles, heat transfer calculations, and off-design compres-
109 sor and turbine maps [19].
110 Generally, in order to develop multivariable centralized control
111 strategies using high detailed nonlinear dynamic models, a lineari-
112 zation around an operating point is performed. Also, the number of
113 states generated by the differential equations is minimized to
114 reduce the complexity during the control strategy implementation.
115 Using this approach, Fardadi et al. developed a centralized control
116 strategy of a physical-based dynamic model of a single co-flow
117 solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) to regulate a distributed temperature
118 profile and manage actuator interactions [21]. The centralized con-
119 troller was designed using a robust methodology and results
120 showed small and smooth monotonic temperature response to
121 rapid and large load perturbations that reduced thermal stresses to
122 the fuel cell material. In contrast, Pohjoranta et al. used empirical
123 models directly identified from experimental data to implement a
124 centralized MIMO advanced control strategy to regulate the SOFC
125 stack temperature in a stand-alone configuration [22]. Empirical
126 transfer functions were chosen to avoid the extensive part of physi-
127 cal modeling and/or model simplification for the development of
128 the control strategy. Results were compared against a traditional
129 single-input single-output controller, and showed that the need for
130 a centralized control method increases especially when several
131 stacks are built in a large SOFC systems. In such multistack sys-
132 tems, it was impractical to implement an optimal compensation by
133 giving set-points to individual stack load controllers while a cen-
134 tralized control does this automatically.
135 Similarly, Bhattacharyya and Rengaswamy used empirical non-
136 linear transfer functions to evaluate a centralized nonlinear
137 MIMO controller against a single-input single-output controller
138 [23]. The identification process was based on a detailed isothermal
139 dynamic model of a stand-alone fuel cell that was validated with
140 industrial data. Results showed that a well-tuned single-input
141 single-output controller poorly performed because of the highly
142interactive dynamics. However, nonlinear models with properly
143chosen cross terms improved the model performance significantly
144in a MIMO problem.
145Thus, based on those previous studies, empirical transfer func-
146tions directly identified from experimental tests were used here to
147implement a MIMO controller for the physical system. Single per-
148turbations using unit steps to the physical process were considered
149an appropriate quantification methodology to capture the cross-
150coupling interactions among hardware components without risk-
151ing the equipment. Furthermore, the experimental validation of
152the MIMO controller on the physical hybrid was considered an
153important evaluation of the state-space methodology compared to
154all the simulation studies presented here and generally in litera-
155ture. A 2 2 highly coupled scenario was preferred compared to a
156larger case, as often proposed, because it was considered more
157realistic and less risky to the equipment.
1583 Hardware
159The hybrid performance (Hyper) cycle at the National Energy
160Technology Laboratory (NETL) is designed to evaluate the
161dynamic integration of a fuel cell gas turbine system. Figure 2 rep-
162resents the hardware components that are integrated in the hybrid
163configuration used in the validation of the MIMO control strategy
164presented in this work. Such a physical system is only designed to
165represent the cathode and anode pressure drop existing in the fuel
166cell gas turbine recuperated hybrid. Specifically, the electrochemi-
167cal transients of the fuel cell do not affect the turbine operation or
168in other words the fuel cell is considered electrochemically inac-
169tive [24]. However, that architecture still represents a test bed
170facility for the development and validation of advanced control
171strategies because of the hardware modifications to the original
172gas turbine system. As such, the hybrid layout of Fig. 2 is charac-
173terized by a larger compressor plenum volume compared to the
174original gas turbine layout, which creates one of the main control
175challenges in the system operation.
1763.1 Hardware Components. At the Hyper facility, the cath-
177ode airflow can be controlled using the cold-air and/or the hot-air
178bypass valve [25]. The more evident coupling effect of cathode
179airflow control using the cold-air bypass was preferred because
180provided a substantial benefit in terms of system operability
181[26,27]. On the other hand, the electric load was used to control
182the turbine speed. In general, the electric load is not an actuator
183that adjusts the turbine speed under perturbation, but is an inde-
184pendent variable that changes with the external demand of electri-
185cal power. However, controlling the turbine speed using the
186electric load was able to examine the shaft power required to keep
187the turbine speed constant, and to evaluate the relationship
188between the turbine and the power generator for distributed
189applications.
1903.1.1 Gas Turbine Generator. A 120 kW Garrett Series 85
191auxiliary power unit represented the gas turbine compressor sys-
192tem. A single shaft turbine and a two-stage radial compressor
193were designed to deliver approximately 2 kg/s of compressed air-
194flow at a pressure ratio of about four.
1953.1.2 Electric Load Generator. A gear-driven synchronous
196(400 Hz) generator was directly coupled to the shaft of the gas tur-
197bine system, and the electrical generator was loaded by an isolated
198120 kW resistor bank. Nine resistors provide the controllability of
199the electric load for the automated control of the system.
2003.1.3 Cold-Air Bypass Valve. The cold-air bypass valve was
201installed to bypass air from the compressor discharge directly into
202the turbine inlet using the mixing volume.
2033.1.4 Swift Fuel Valve. A Woodward swift elastomeric seat is
204a 2.54 cm sonic needle and nozzle operated at high speed with a
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205 stepper motor capable of implementing fast natural gas flow
206 changes.
207 3.2 Instrumentation
208 3.2.1 Speed Sensors. Three optical sensors were installed to
209 measure the turbine rotational speed. Each sensor picks up laser
210 light reflected from a rotating target on the end of the generator
211 shaft. The pulse train is transmitted to the control system, the
212 acquisition time of the control platform is 5 ms, and sensor signals
213 are averaged.
214 3.2.2 Cathode Airflow Meter. The airflow is measured at the
215 entrance of the fuel cell cathode volume using an annubar flow
216 meter that provides a mechanical average of the difference
217 between stagnation pressure and static pressure to determine flow.
218 4 Multivariable Controller Design
219 The following sectionsAQ6 provide an overview of the mathemati-
220 cal procedure that was used to design the multivariable controller,
221 and the derivation of the MIMO for the Hyper system.
222 4.1 Mathematical Procedure for Multivariable Control
223 Design. The dynamic cross-coupling interactions among a gas
224 turbine, a fuel cell stack, heat exchangers, and combustors in this
225 fuel cell gas turbine hybrid system makes the use of first principle
226 models for the design of real-time control strategies impractical
227 [28,29]. Because of this, the dynamic characterization of each
228 input/output transient was quantified through empirical transfer
229 functions experimentally derived from the physical process. Thus,
230 unit steps were used to derive first-order plus delay time (FOPDT)
231 transfer functions through experimental tests in the physical sys-
232 tem before implementing the MIMO controller [30]. The FOPDT
233 approach reduces the computational burden by catching the domi-
234 nant plant dynamics just using a simple pole. Specifically, the
235 gain represents the output variation related to a step change of an
236 actuator, k¼Dy/Du. The time delay h is the dead time of the out-
237 put when no significant variation is verified after a change in the
238 input. Finally, the pole location determines how fast the output
239 reaches the new set-point; s is defined as the time constant at 63%
240 of Dy. The following equation is a common approximation of the
241 FOPDT model:
g sð Þ ¼ k
s  sþ 1  e
hs (1)
2423 Here, each input–output relationship was characterized by Eq. (1)
244 and then assembled into a matrix transfer function
y1

ym
2
4
3
5 ¼
k11
ðsþ p11Þ  e
h11s    k1nðsþ p1nÞ  e
h1ns
 . .
.

km1
ðsþ pm1Þ  e
hn1s    kmnðsþ pmnÞ  e
hmns
2
666664
3
777775 
u1

un
2
4
3
5
(2)
245
2464.1.1 Coupling Quantification: Relative Gain Array Analysis.
247A quantification of the coupling for each input/output interaction
248was performed by the relative gain array (RGA) analysis of Eq.
249(3). The RGA is a mathematical indicator applied to a nonsingular
250square complex matrix transfer function (G) of Eq. (2) that meas-
251ures the input–output controllability. An acceptable pairing is gen-
252erally showed by the values close to unity along the diagonal and
253close to zero along the off-diagonal. Based on the original defini-
254tion, the RGA is a steady-state measure performed at zero fre-
255quency, but it is also meaningful at the crossover frequency and at
256high frequency
RGA Gð Þ ¼ G  ðG1ÞT (3)
2578In addition, the RGA number is useful to determine if the system
259is feasible to control or ill-conditioned. A low RGA number pro-
260vides adequate controllability. The definition of the RGA number
261is presented in the below equation:
RGAnumber ¼ j RGA Gð Þ  I
 jsum (4)
262
2634.1.2 State-Space Design. In traditional control theory, feed-
264forward compensations are generally added to the control action
265of a single-input single-output controller to improve the rejection
266capability of a measurable disturbance. This approach is widely
267used because it minimizes the coupling interaction around nomi-
268nal conditions using linear transfer functions that provide a unique
269insight of the input/outputs properties of the system. However, as
270shown in simulation studies, feed-forward compensations can
271cause problems at off-design conditions and especially for this
272coupled hybrid system [30]. Thus, a state-space model is generally
273preferred to consider the overall cross-coupling interactions exist-
274ing in hybrids. Furthermore, a state-space formulation is generally
275preferred for optimal design or optimal trajectory between operat-
276ing states [31].
277Equation (5) shows the linear state-space representation defined
278in terms of deviation variables, where x represents the states vec-
279tor AQ7of the system that is defined as a deviation from some nominal
280value or nominal trajectory, whereas u represents the inputs vec-
281tor. Furthermore, the state matrix A and the inputs matrix B
282include the poles and the gains of each transfer function, respec-
283tively, AQ8
Fig. 2 Physical components integrated in the hybrid configuration at the Hyper project
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x ¼ A  xþ B  u
y ¼ C  xþ D  u

(5)
2845 The time dependence in x, u, and y is usually omitted, whereas A,
286 B, C, D are real matrices and considered time-invariant linear sys-
287 tems. The first equation shows how the inputs influence each state,
288 whereas the second equation shows how the states and the inputs
289 influence the outputs.
290 4.1.3 State-Space Stability Analysis. Once the matrix transfer
291 function was converted into the state-space representation, a sta-
292 bility analysis of the state matrix (A) was conducted. The stability
293 concept is referred to an equilibrium point, that mathematical
294 point in which the state variables remain indefinitely in a function
295 of the time. A generic input/output system is defined “simply
296 stable” if the deviation between the actual state and the equilib-
297 rium state is less than an infinitesimal e at the initial condition,
298 and remains in the neighborhood of the equilibrium with increas-
299 ing time to infinity and under perturbations. Whereas the system
300 is “asymptotically stable” if the same deviation lies in the neigh-
301 borhood of the equilibrium at the initial condition (it is stable) and
302 decays to the equilibrium position with increasing time to infinity.
303 In the state-space representation, the A matrix and the Laplace
304 variable (s) are taken into account to analyze the stability, and Eq.
305 (6) presents the stability criteria for a time invariant linear system
306 in the continuous time domain
det s  I  Að Þ ¼ 0 (6)
3078 A linear dynamic system represented by the state-space formula-
309 tion is simply stable in open loop if and only if all the poles or all
310 the eigenvalues of the A matrix are negative. If at least one eigen-
311 value is equal to zero, the system is asymptotically stable in open
312 loop. On the other hand, the stability analysis of a linear dynamic
313 system in closed-loop configuration is performed by using the K
314 matrix of the feedback control law, as shown in the below
315 equation:
det s  I  A B  Kð Þð Þ ¼ 0 (7)
3167 In this case, the eigenvalues of the (AB K) matrix provide the
318 stability criteria for the closed-loop system. In other words, the
319 effect of the K matrix controller on the open-loop roots is eval-
320 uated by showing the location of the closed-loop roots.
321 4.1.4 State-Space Controllability Analysis. The controllability
322 of the state vector is generally performed to evaluate whether
323 there are states in the model that cannot be modified by any con-
324 trol design. It is a system algebraic concept that is only important
325 for controller computations and realizations. The controllability of
326 the state-space model is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
327 condition for a system to be controllable in a practicable sense
328 (input–output controllability). This is only a practical concern if
329 the associated model is mathematically unstable and there are
330 uncontrollable states that cannot stabilize the system. The most
331 common definition used for testing the state controllability analy-
332 sis is based on the pair of (A, B) matrices analysis
P ¼ B AB A2B … An1B  (8)
3334 The state-space system is completely controllable if and only if
335 the P controllability matrix defined in Eq. (8) has full rank, or in
336 other words the determinant of P is equal to the number of states.
337 4.1.5 Internal Model Control Approach. In terms of control
338 performance, zero steady-state error is an important requirement
339 not only for disturbance rejection but also for reference tracking.
340 In general, the reference input considered can include steps,
341 ramps, and other persistent signals, such as sinusoids. For a step
342 input, it is known that zero steady-state tracking errors can be
343achieved with a type-one system [32,33]. This idea is formalized
344by introducing an “internal model” of the reference input in the
345controller as shown in Fig. 3 in order to include an integrator in
346the feed-forward path between the error comparator and the plant.
347The set of gains identified as Kc and Ki in Fig. 3 provides the
348state feedback control action and the integral control action,
349respectively. Specifically, Ki is required to ensure zero error at
350steady-state when a step disturbance or a step reference is applied,
351and can be designed by performing an augmentation of the state
352vector as formalized in the internal model control (IMC) concept
353[33]. The design of a controller begins to enable the tracking of a
354step reference input with zero steady-state error. In this case, the
355reference input is generated by r ¼ xr; _xr ¼ 0 or equivalently
_r ¼ 0, and the tracking error is defined as e ¼ y r, or taking the
356time derivative as _e ¼ _y ¼ C  _x. Therefore, the state vector is
357redefined as xa¢ e _x
 T
and to keep consistency with the deriv-
358ative of x ( _x) in xa, the equivalent state-space formulation for the
359input vector is redefined as ua¢ _u, which yields AQ9
_xa ¼ 0 C0 A
 
 xa þ 0B
 
 ua (9)
3601The A, B, and C matrices in Eq. (9) are the states, inputs, and out-
362puts matrices of the original state-space formulation of Eq. (5).
363Hence, the feedback control law that is commonly defined as
u tð Þ¢ K  xðtÞ becomes ua tð Þ¢ K  xa tð Þ; in which the state
364vector augmentation yields ua ¼ Ki  e Kc  x. Since the con-
365trol input in the augmented state-space formulation was defined as
ua¢ _u; it can be found by integrating ua
u tð Þ ¼ Ki 
ðt
0
e tð Þ  dt Kc  xðtÞ (10)
3667The corresponding block diagram that includes an internal model,
368which is basically an integrator of the reference step inputs, is
369shown in Fig. 3.
3704.1.6 Design of the Multivariable Architecture. Because the
371number of states produced by first-order transfer functions is gen-
372erally limited, the pole placement approach was considered expe-
373dient and acceptable. Using this methodology, the root locations
374of the closed loop system in Eq. (7) are selected through the char-
375acteristic equation of the desired response, which is presented in
376the below equation:
det s  I  ~Að Þ ¼ sn þ ~a1  sn1 þ    þ ~an1  sþ ~an (11)
3778In other words, the roots of the characteristic equation of the
379closed-loop system in Eq. (7) are placed where the transient per-
380formance meets the desired response in Eq. (11). In this case, the
381control objective is reduced to match the coefficients of the closed
382loop system in Eq. (7) to those of the desired response in Eq. (11)
383using the parameters of the K controller. If the state-space system
384is completely controllable, each root of the system can be manipu-
385lated by a set of parameters or gains presented in the K matrix of
386the below equation:
u tð Þ ¼ 
k1;1 k1;2 … k1;n
k2;1 k2;2 … k2;n
… … … …
kn;1 kn;2 … kn;n
2
664
3
775  xa (12)
3878The dimension of the K matrix is related to the dimension of the
389states matrix (A) and inputs matrix (B) in the state-space formula-
390tion. Specifically, the number of columns is equal to the number
391of states and the number of rows is equal to the number of actua-
392tors in the system. The main advantage of using a matrix represen-
393tation as a control strategy is the mitigation of the decentralized
394coupling. In particular, the decentralized items in the K matrix
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395 represent compensation in the control action that is proportional
396 to those states that shows a coupling effect in the system.
397 Such a compensation provides a “communicative effect” or
398 “anticipation” factor in the control action, which diminishes the
399 influence that adjacent actuators have on each state or output dur-
400 ing simultaneous control. The communicative effect for the con-
401 trol problem designed in this work is illustrated in Fig. 4.AQ10 Such an
402 approach was similar to what Tsai et al. mentioned in a previous
403 simulation study [11].
404 The controller design was performed through the “place” func-
405 tion available in MATLAB. The states matrix (A), the inputs matrix
406 (B), and the desired pole locations need to be specified in order to
407 compute a controller (K) matrix. The desired pole locations were
408 developed by computing the damping factor and the natural fre-
409 quency in the step response of the desired characteristic equation,
410 or in other words by determining the coefficient in Eq. (11). The
411 controller response was quantified by evaluating the settling time
412 of the step response applied to the desired characteristic equation
413 in the Simulink environment. Finally, a closed-loop stability anal-
414 ysis was performed using Eq. (7).
415 4.2 Multivariable State-Space Derivation for the Physical
416 Hybrid Cycle. Compared to previous work, new transfer func-
417 tions were experimentally developed because of hardware
418 changes in the Hyper facility affected the reliability of those ear-
419 lier models [29]. Each transfer function was developed using a
420 single step in the linear operating range while the system was run-
421 ning at nominal conditions, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The accu-
422 racy in the dynamic response was verified by fitting each function
423 against experimental data.
424 A 20 kW electric load variation was performed in Fig. 5 to
425 develop single-input single-output transfer functions for turbine
426 speed and cathode airflow. A scaling approach was used to avoid
427 any discrepancies between the different engineering units: rpm,
428 kW, %, kg/s, etc. As shown in Fig. 5, the transfer function models
429 matched the experimental transient, when a step in the turbine
430 electric load was performed, the turbine speed is affected by more
431than 2000 rpm, and the coupling on the cathode airflow is about
4320.13 kg/s.
433Similarly, Fig. 6 presents a step in the cold-air bypass valve.
434Such a valve can directly control the cathode airflow, but has also
435a strong coupling on turbine speed operation because it affects tur-
436bine inlet temperature. An opening action of the cold-air bypass
437deceases the turbine inlet temperature by 32 C, the turbine speed
438by 1000 rpm, and the cathode airflow by 0.4 kg/s. As illustrated in
439Eq. (13), each input/output relationship of the system populated a
4402 2 matrix transfer function before a state-space model was
441derived
y1
y2
" #
¼
0:25  e0:1s
ðsþ 0:225Þ
0:065  e0:5s
ðsþ 0:125Þ
0:22  e0:56s
ðsþ 0:69Þ
1:43  e0:7s
ðsþ 1:43Þ
2
66664
3
77775 
u1
u2
" #
(13)
442
4434.2.1 Coupling Quantification: Relative Gain Array Analysis.
444In Eq. (14), the RGA was performed at zero frequency and
445showed an acceptable pairing due to values close to one along the
446diagonal and close to zero along the off-diagonal. Furthermore,
447the RGA number computed at the same frequency confirmed
448adequate controllability because of the low value equal to 0.61
RGA G 0ð Þð Þ ¼ 1:15 0:150:15 1:15
 
(14)
44950In Eq. (15), the RGA was performed at 1 rad/s (0.16 Hz), and sim-
451ilarly to Eq. (14) showed an acceptable pairing that was confirmed
452by a low value of 0.2
RGA G 1ð Þð Þ ¼ 1:05 0:050:05 1:05
 
(15)
4534In Eq. (16), the RGA was performed at 31 rad/s (5 Hz). In this
455case, the matrix was an identity matrix, which confirmed accepta-
456ble pairing, even at high frequency. The RGA number was
457approximately zero
RGA G 31ð Þð Þ ¼ 1:0 0
0 1:0
 
(16)
458
4594.2.2 State-Space Design. The conversion from a matrix
460transfer function to a state-space representation is generally not a
461unique solution because there could be different A, B, C, and D
462matrices involved. It can be designed by identifying the compo-
463nents of the state vector, and then converting the parameters of a
464transfer function into the state-space matrices. For this representa-
465tion, the state vector of the MIMO model was composed by only
466two measurable states x¢ x1 x2
 T
, the turbine speed (x1) and
467the cathode mass flow rate (x2). For the design of this controller,
468additional poles and zero introduced by the Pade approximation to
469estimate the time delay were simplified to avoid a nonminimum
470phase behavior in the model. Such a behavior can introduce insta-
471bilities during the design of the controller that are not reproduced
Fig. 3 Type-one system with integral action and reference input
Fig. 4 Multi-input multi-output control architecture with com-
municative effect between decentralized interactions
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472 in the physical process [34]. Thus, the state-space plant model of
473 the system generated by the matrix transfer function of Eq. (13) is
_x tð Þ ¼ 0:225 00:69 1:43
 
 x tð Þ þ 0:25 0:065
0 1:43
 
 uðtÞ
yðtÞ ¼ 1 0
0 1
 
 x tð Þ
8>><
>>:
(17)
4745 The zero in the position (1, 2) of the states matrix (A) was because
476 changes in cathode airflow do not affect the turbine speed if the
477 fuel cell is electrochemical inactive. Similarly, the zero in the
478 position (2, 1) of the inputs matrix (B) was due to no direct effect
479 from electric load to cathode airflow. Using the definition of the
480 IMC approach, the state-space representation of the MIMO sys-
481 tem became as illustrated in the below equation:
A
C
B
(18)
4823 The time in Eq. (18) was omitted, and e1 was the error between
484 the turbine speed set-point and the turbine speed feedback, while
485e2 was the error between the cathode airflow set-point and the
486cathode airflow feedback.
4874.2.3 Stability Analysis. The stability analysis of the open-
488loop model in Eq. (17) yielded root locations in 0.22 and 1.43,
489which means that the system was simply stable in open loop. On
490the other hand, the stability analysis of the open-loop model using
491the IMC approach illustrated in Eq. (18) produced two additional
492roots that were both located in the origin. In this case, the aug-
493mented system was asymptotically stable, and presented four roots
494located in the following positions: 0 0 1:43 0:22 .
4954.2.4 Controllability Analysis. The size of the P controllabil-
496ity matrix related to the open-loop state-space model in Eq. (17)
497was 2 4 and the rank was 2, which means that the system was
498completely controllable. Similarly, the size of the P controllability
499matrix of the augmented state-space model presented in Eq. (18)
500was 4 8 and the rank was equal to 4; therefore, even in this case,
501the system was completely controllable.
5024.2.5 Multi-Input Multi-Output Disturbance State-Space
503Design. A characterization of the disturbances was similarly pre-
504formed in order to include suitable perturbations to the state-space
505controller in simulation environment. The matrix transfer function
506related to the disturbances was defined by assembling each input/
507output relationship in the system such as for the plant model. Sim-
508ilarly, first-order transfer functions were used to represent the
509interaction from each disturbance to each output, as shown in the
510below equation:
Fig. 5 Electric load transfer function versus turbine speed and cathode airflow
Fig. 6 Cold-air bypass transfer function versus turbine speed and cathode airflow
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y1
y2
 
¼
0:17  e0:1s
ðsþ 0:125Þ
0:03
ðsþ 0:46Þ
0:06  e0:56s
ðsþ 0:16Þ
1:23  e0:64s
ðsþ 1:43Þ
2
6664
3
7775  u3u4
 
(19)
511
512 4.2.6 Design of the Multivariable Architecture. The K matrix
513 of the state feedback controller using the IMC representation in
514 Eq. (18) was composed by two rows and four columns. The first
515 row of gains was associated with the turbine speed-electric load
516 control loop, whereas the second row of gains was associated with
517 the cold-air bypass-cathode airflow control loop. Considering the
518 individual items in the K matrix, k11 represented the integral gain
519 and k13 the proportional gain for the turbine speed-electric load
520 control loop, whereas k22 and k24 represented the integral gain and
521 the proportional gain for the cold-air bypass-cathode airflow con-
522 trol loop. Since a turbine speed change affected the cathode air-
523 flow almost instantaneously, k23 provided an additional benefit to
524 the control action of the cold-air bypass valve, which yielded an
525 instantaneous change in the cathode airflow as soon as a perturba-
526 tion in the turbine speed occurred. Similarly, k14 provided an addi-
527 tional benefit to the electric load command when the cold-air
528 bypass valve modulated the cathode airflow and affected the tur-
529 bine speed. On the other hand, k12 was not included in the archi-
530 tecture because an additional compensation in the electric load
531 command based on the integral action of the cathode airflow con-
532 trol loop would only have increased the oscillation in the process.
533 Integral actions are very important to keep zero steady-state dif-
534 ference but creates undesirable windup because accumulates the
535 error between the reference value and the feedback measurement
536 over time. Similarly, k21 was not included because an additional
537 compensation on the cold-air bypass valve control command
538 based on the integral action of the turbine speed control loop
539 would have increased the oscillation in the process as well. Figure
540 4 presents the control architecture with the communicative effect
541 involved.
542 Different set of gains were designed before testing the MIMO
543 control strategy on the hardware system. Equation (20) shows the
544 K matrix using a critically damped design, in which the damping
545 factor and the natural frequency were set equal to 1 and produced
546 10 s as settling time in the step response of the desired characteris-
547 tic equationAQ11
K ¼ 4:17 0:19 7:26 0:11
0:64 0:73 0:63 0:4
 
(20)
5489 A simulation of the MIMO controller in MATLAB SIMULINK showed
550 an excessive response that could not be applied to the hardware
551 system. The excessive magnitude of this set of gains showed a
552 rate of actuation that could be detrimental for the real system.
553 Thus, the response of the desired characteristic equation was
554 reduced to an over-damped design, and in particular the natural
555 frequency was change from 1 to 0.5. A step response of the
556 desired characteristic equation using this second set of gains pro-
557 duced a settling time equal to 20 s. However, the magnitude of the
558 integral gain (k21) still yielded an excessive response that could
559 not be applied to the physical system. So, a third set of gains was
560 designed by further reducing the over-damped response of the
561 desired characteristic equation. Similarly, the damping factor was
562 kept equal to 1, but the natural frequency was reduced to 0.3, and
563 the step response of the desired characteristic equation for this
564 new design produced a settling time equal to 40 s. Equation (21)
565 shows the controller parameters that were experimentally tested to
566 the hardware system
K ¼ 0:37 0:02 1:43 0:16
0:05 0:06 0:26 0:6
 
(21)
As shown in Eqs. (20) and (21), the main feature of a centralized
567tuning at least using the place function available in MATLAB CON-
568TROL SYSTEM TOOLBOX is that changing a single parameter during
569the design process to increase or reduce the controller response,
570even for a single control loop, affects the overall matrix of gains.
571As shown in the experimental tests, this can be a limiting aspect
572especially if the time response in the two control loops is substan-
573tially different, such as between the turbine speed and the cathode
574airflow. For instance, changing a single parameter during the
575design process to increase the response of the cathode airflow con-
576trol loop due to slow performance could be detrimental for the tur-
577bine speed control loop. For instance, it would further increase all
578the controller parameters in the K matrix, and so the response of
579the turbine speed, which can further increase the overshooting in
580the transient.
5815 Experimental Methodology
582The thermal steady-state provides the required stability in the
583system that has to be generally guaranteed before connecting any
584control strategy to the physical plant. This condition is achieved
585when the turbine speed reaches 40,500 rpm and the skin tempera-
586ture of the mixing volume varies less than 0.1 K for a 30 s period.
587During the startup procedure, a single-input single-output propor-
588tional, integral, derivative controller increases the turbine speed
589up to the nominal set-point by ramping up the fuel flow into the
590combustor. To ensure sufficient surge margin to the compressor
591during turbine speed ramp up, the bleed-air valve and the cold-air
592bypass are set to 90% closed and 40% open position, respectively.
593This corresponds to approximately 3% of the compressor flow
594bled through the bleed-air valve and 26% of the compressor flow
595diverted through the cold-air bypass.
596When the system operates at thermal steady-state condition and
59740 kW of electric load are engaged to the turbine shaft, the fuel
598valve speed controller is disconnected. In this case, the turbine
599operates at constant fuel flow, which is generally considered an
600open-loop configuration. This represents a temporary operation
601before connecting the control strategy.
602Once the system operated in open-loop configuration, the multi-
603variable control strategy was connected to control the hardware
604system, and three different set of experiments were designed. For
605each set of experiment, three different tests evaluated the perform-
606ance of the strategy. As shown in Table 1, in the first set of experi-
607ments, only the electric load–turbine speed control loop was
608connected to the hardware, and only two tests were evaluated. In
609the first test, the turbine speed set-point tracking operation eval-
610uated the coupling on the cathode airflow during the sole auto-
611mated control of the electric load, whereas in the second test, the
612fuel valve perturbation simulated the waste heat variation of the
613fuel cell stack.
614In the second set of experiments, the electric load–turbine speed
615control loop was disconnected and the cold-air bypass–cathode
616airflow control loop was connected to the hardware. In this case,
617only a cathode airflow set-point variation was performed, which
618evaluated the coupling on the turbine speed during the sole auto-
619mated control of the cold-air bypass valve. Finally, in the third set
620of experiments, the multicoordination strategy with the communi-
621cative effect presented in Fig. 4 was connected to control the hard-
622ware system, and all of the three tests evaluated the performance
623of the strategy.
624During each experiment, one test and so one perturbation at the
625time was performed while all the other actuators were set at con-
626stant position. Table 2 summarizes the operating point of the sys-
627tem during each test for all the experiments.
6286 Comparing Simulation and Experimental Results
629This section illustrates a comparison between simulations and
630experimental results; each subsection AQ12describes the individual
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631 experiment introduced in Table 1 and the set of tests of each
632 experiment.
633 6.1 Evaluation of Load Based Speed Control. The evalua-
634 tion of each single-input single-output control loop was consid-
635 ered important to quantify the coupling effect when only one
636 actuator at the time was set in automated mode. In these two
637 single-input single-output cases, the cathode airflow or the turbine
638 speed was alternatively set in open-loop configuration, and only
639 the centralized items from the K matrix of Eq. (21) were consid-
640 ered without involving the communicative effect between control
641 loops. The controller structure was essentially based on a linear
642 combination at discrete time steps (5 ms) that only included the
643 proportional and the integral gains of each loop. Specifically, only
644 the gains k13 and k11 were used in the first control loop (electric
645 load–turbine speed, experiment 1 in Table 1), and the gains k22
646 and k24 were used in the second control loop (cold-air
647 bypass–cathode airflow, experiment 2 in Table 1), which all were
648 designed using a multivariable state-space concept.
649 6.1.1 Experiment 1—Test 1: Turbine Speed Set-Point Track-
650 ing Maneuver. During a change in the electric load, the turbine
651 operates in a variable speed mode affecting the cathode airflow.
652 The dynamic response of the turbine strongly affects the perform-
653 ance of the entire system, and a deviation in the nominal operating
654 point influences the overall mass flow, pressure, and temperature
655 of the entire fuel cell/gas turbine cycle. For instance, a speed
656 reduction reduces the cathode inlet airflow that causes a decrease
657 in the dissipation of the thermal energy from the fuel cell to the
658 turbine [25]. In this scenario, the turbine speed and the compressor
659 inlet airflow decrease even more than the initial turbine speed set-
660 point change and a stall of the compressor can easily occur, dam-
661 aging the fuel cell [27].
662 Considering all these important dynamic effects, the turbine
663 speed setpoint change in Fig. 7 was used to quantify the impact of
664 coupling on the cathode airflow although the fuel cell was electro-
665 chemical inactivity. During this test, a turbine speed was per-
666 turbed by only 500 rpm, which represents 1.2% of the full range
667 of operation. The cathode airflow was set equal to 0.77 kg/s,
668 slightly below 1.0 kg/s, which represents the typical nominal oper-
669 ating point of fuel cell sized for the Hyper facility.
670 The comparison between the simulated and the experimental
671 results presented in Fig. 7 shows significant differences in the per-
672 formance of the controller. For instance, the simulated trend con-
673 firms that the overdamped tuning was an adequate design because
674the turbine speed properly approaches the new setpoint without
675overshoot. On the other hand, an underdamped behavior charac-
676terized the response of the controller in the experimental test,
677although the original design was still based on an overdamped
678tuning. Specifically, the rise time between the experimental and
679the simulated performance of the controller was approximately
680identical, indeed the time for the output to reach 90% of its final
681value was in both cases approximately 1.28 s. Instead, the settling
682time between the experimental and the simulated test showed a
683difference of about 6–8 s due to the overshooting in the turbine
684operation. The inconsistency between the controller design and
685the performance on the hardware system was due to the order of
686the mathematical model. Although each first-order transfer func-
687tion matched the experimental transients as shown in Figs. 5 and
6886, often the dynamic of a first-order model is very similar to an
689overdamped second-order transfer function. This can mislead to
690approximate such a transient behavior with a first-order model in
691a second-order system. A mismatch in the controller performance
692between simulation and experimental environment can occur as
693shown in Fig. 7. A first-order model generally lacks underdamped
694dynamics.
695Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows that the gains k13 and k11 designed in
696Eq. (21) cause 200 rpm of overshooting, which is 0.5% of the
697overall turbine speed range. However, it still represents a signifi-
698cant deviation considering that the amplitude of the step was equal
699to 500 rpm. The maximum rate of change for the electric load
700command to manage the turbine speed set-point variation was
701equal to 1.5 kW in a single time-step (80 ms), and produced a
702change of 18 kW in 3.2 s. Such a response was difficult to be pre-
703dicted in simulation environment because the accuracy of the
704simulated actuator is more precise than the physical one. In other
705words, the physical actuator has an accuracy of 0.5 kW in a single
706time-step (5 ms), which limits the precision of the response com-
707pared to the simulation study. These effects confirm the challenge
708of testing control strategies on physical hardware systems.
709Similar differences between simulation and experimental trends
710are presented in the steady-state difference of the cathode inlet air-
711flow. The model quantified a steady-state difference of about
7120.1 kg/s due to the sole implementation of the single-input single
713output controller whereas, the experiment only presents an oscilla-
714tion of that amount of deviation, and the final steady-state differ-
715ence between the cathode airflow setpoint (0.77 kg/s) and the
716plant output is less than half of that. In this case, the oscillation
717could still damage the fuel cell material, but it confirmed the
718strong influence that the turbine speed has on the fuel cell airflow.
Table 1 Experimental testing of the multivariable control strategyAQ19
Experiment Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Electric load–turbine speed Turbine speed set-point
(500 rpm)
Fuel valve perturbation
200 kWth (35 kWel in the
fuel cell)
N/A
Cold-air bypass–cathode airflow N/A N/A Cathode airflow set-point
(0.2 kg/s)
Multivariable strategy (Fig. 4) Turbine speed set-point
(500 rpm)
Fuel valve perturbation
200 kWth (35 kWel in the
fuel cell)
Cathode airflow set-point
(0.2 kg/s)
Table 2 Operating points of the hardware system during each set of experiment
Actuator position Exp. 1, test 1 Exp. 1, test 2 Exp. 2, test 3 Exp. 3, test 1 Exp. 3, test 2 Exp. 3, test 3
Electric load Automated Automated 40 kW Automated Automated Automated
Cold-air bypass 40% 40% Automated Automated Automated Automated
Bleed-air valve 90% closed 90% closed 90% closed 90% closed 90% closed 90% closed
Hot-air bypass (%) 25 25 25 25 25 25
Skin temperature ( F) 1252 1255 1270 1265 1244 1271
Fuel valve (%) 51.3 51.2–55.2 51.2 51.3 51.3–55.3 51.3
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719 6.1.2 Experiment 1—Test 2: Fuel Valve Disturbance Rejec-
720 tion or Fuel Cell Load Transient. In this experiment, the fuel cell
721 was still electrochemically inactive and so a change in the fuel
722 flow of the gas turbine combustor was used to simulate a hypo-
723 thetical fuel cell waste heat variation. Similarly to the previous
724 case, in the results shown in Fig. 8, the turbine was still controlled
725 through the single-input single-output load-based speed controller
726 designed using the gains k11 and k13 (Eq. (21)). In other words, the
727 cathode airflow was intentionally left in open loop to evaluate the
728 coupling effect under heat perturbations performed through fuel
729 flow variations.
730 As an example of the magnitude of change, an off-line fuel cell
731 simulation was performed to quantify the heat variation presented
732 in Fig. 8 using a 4% fuel valve step perturbation. This slight
733 change yields a thermal heat deviation from a hypothetical fuel
734 cell to the turbine equal to 200 kWth. Such a deviation represented
735 a fuel cell load turn down of about 30 A over an operating range
736 of 200 A, which means a 15% of deviation in the fuel cell current
737 demand around nominal conditions. In terms of fuel cell electric
738 power generation, the fuel valve change reproduced a deviation of
739 about 35 kWe over an operating range of 350 kWe, which means a
740 deviation of about 10% around nominal fuel cell power
741conditions. In open loop, a fuel valve perturbation of 4% caused
742almost 3000 rpm of turbine speed deviation in about 40 s.
743In this case, the controller quickly handled the significant varia-
744tion of thermal energy by keeping the speed within a safe bound-
745ary of nominal operation; indeed, a deviation of just 300 rpm
746affected the response. Similarly to the previous case, the experi-
747ment shows a larger perturbation compared to the simulation
748results. The turbine speed and the cathode airflow were, respec-
749tively, affected by 150 rpm and 6% more in the experiment com-
750pared to the simulation results. Also, the electric load control
751action that keeps the system at steady condition is different; a
752more consistent electric load change during the experiment to
753reject the disturbance on the speed operation was maintained com-
754pared to the simulation. Specifically, the electric load was
755changed about 16.5 kW in about 9 s when the step was applied,
756and the maximum rate was equal to 1 kW in a single time-step (80
757ms). Hence, the controller provides stable operation, quick time
758response, and a pronounced rejection capability when the step was
759applied to the turbine combustor. In this test, the cathode airflow
760was not controlled, and a 6% variation was noticed around nomi-
761nal condition during this perturbation. A pronounced rejection
762capability for the turbine speed controller provided an important
Fig. 7 Experiment 1—test 1, turbine speed set-point tracking maneuver
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763 benefit to maintain the cathode airflow around nominal
764 conditions.
765 6.2 Evaluation of Cold-Air Bypass Cathode Mass Flow
766 Control. Once the electric load–turbine speed control loop was
767 validated, the single-input single-output cold-air bypass cathode
768 mass flow controller was implemented and tested in the hardware
769 system (experiment 2 in Table 1). In this case, only the centralized
770 items from the second row of the K matrix in Eq. (21) were con-
771 sidered in the structure of the controller. The gains k24 and k22 rep-
772 resent the proportional and the integral gains, respectively, which
773 were designed using the multivariable state-space procedure.
774 6.2.1 Experiment 2—Test 3: Cathode Airflow Set-Point
775 Tracking. In a fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid system, a cathode air-
776 flow maneuver can be used to control the temperature difference
777 between the inlet and the outlet of a fuel cell stack [25]. In this
778 scenario, a regulator rather than a controller can be preferred to
779 manage the operating point of the solid temperature in the fuel
780 cell material. However, the high coupling between the cold-air
781 bypass and the turbine speed can create control issues, and a quan-
782 tification is presented in Fig. 9.
783 In this case, the difference between the simulation and experi-
784 mental performance was more significant compared to the previ-
785 ous tests especially, in the automation of the valve that handles
786the airflow setpoint change, and in the coupling of the turbine
787speed. AQ20The simulated trend in the cathode airflow performance
788follows the step change almost instantaneously due to the very
789reactive response of the cold-air bypass valve. On the other hand,
790the experimental trend is significantly delayed due to hardware
791limitations in the sensor measurement and in the actuation of such
792a valve. Specifically, during the experiment, the controller opened
793the cold-air bypass valve by 25% in 13 s, using a maximum rate
794of 0.7% in a single time-step (80 ms), whereas in simulation, the
795valve was able to provide a 40% change in less than a couple of
796seconds. Such inconsistency was probably due to underdamped
797dynamic effects that were not completely captured in the
798input–output model between the valve and the process. For
799instance, even increasing the transport delay in the system model
800between the valve opening and the process did not improve the
801response. This simulation created an even faster opening in the
802valve to compensate a negligible change in the process reaching
803the saturation point more quickly.
804Although the fuel cell was still electrochemically inactive, an
805automated control of the cold-air bypass valve created a larger
806coupling on the turbine speed compared to the quantification
807shown in the simulation of the model. The setpoint change in the
808cathode airflow was equal to 0.2 kg/s, and almost 1000 rpm of
809coupling occurred in the turbine operation even without electro-
810chemical dynamics taken into account during the experimental
Fig. 8 Experiment 1—test 2, electric load–turbine speed control loop performance under disturbance rejection
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811 test. Such a coupling is primarily due to the action of the cold-air
812 bypass valve that reduces the turbine inlet temperature bypassing
813 cold airflow from compressor discharge to the turbine inlet.
814 6.3 Simultaneous Control of Actuators. Once the perform-
815 ance of each control loop was individually validated, the multi-
816 variable control strategy with the communicative effect presented
817 in Fig. 4 was simultaneously connected to the hardware system.
818 Considering the test matrix of Table 1, all of three tests in the third
819 experiment were experimentally performed.
820 6.3.1 Experiment 3—Test 1: Turbine Speed Set-Point Track-
821 ing Maneuver. Figure 10 presents a turbine speed setpoint track-
822 ing maneuver equal to 1.2% of the full range of operation during a
823 simultaneous control of actuators. This test was considered impor-
824 tant to quantify the coupling effect on the cathode airflow when
825 the turbine speed changes, and simultaneously, the cold-air bypass
826 controls the cathode airflow.
827 Similarly to the single-input single-output case, the multivari-
828 able control strategy presented in Fig. 10 shows different perform-
829 ance between the simulation and the experimental test. The
830 simulated response was characterized by an overall overdamped
831 behavior for both actuators, as properly defined in the design pro-
832 cess. On the other hand, the experimental response presented an
833 underdamped behavior in the operation of the turbine and a more
834 pronounced overdamped behavior in the response of the cold-air
835 bypass valve to reject the coupling on the cathode airflow
836compared to the simulation trend. As previously described, such
837inconsistency was due the mathematical model of the system that
838was used to design the response of the control strategy. In other
839words, the turbine speed model lacked underdamped dynamics
840that exists in the real power plant, and the model of the cold-air
841bypass valve does not reproduce hardware limitations in the actua-
842tor and in the sensor measurement. AQ21
843However, in this case, the turbine speed overshoot is 190 rpm,
844and similarly to Fig. 7 represents a significant deviation consider-
845ing only 500 rpm of setpoint change. Similarly to the single-input
846single-output case, the maximum rate of change of the electric
847load command was 1.5 kW in a single time-step (80 ms). As in the
848previous case, the electric load response produced an excessive
849overshooting in the turbine speed that was not properly quantified
850in the off-design tuning of the controller and in the modeling of
851the system. Such a turbine oscillation also caused an instantaneous
852fluctuation on the cathode airflow, which was not similarly pre-
853dicted by the model. This coupling effect was not entirely rejected
854due to the slow response of the overdamped design used in Eq.
855(21), and due to hardware limitations existing in the actuation of
856the valve and in the sensor measurement. However, the simultane-
857ous operation of the cold-air bypass valve avoids cathode airflow
858steady-state difference that existed in the single-input single-
859output case shown in Fig. 7 (experiment 1, test 1).
860The maximum rate of change of this actuator was only equal to
8610.14% for a single time-step (80 ms). The fuel cell would be able
Fig. 9 Experiment 2—test 3, cold-air bypass–cathode airflow control loop performance during set-point tracking maneuver
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862 to tolerate this oscillation because the coupling caused by the tur-
863 bine speed on the cathode airflow was at the limit of 0.05 kg/s.
864 However, a larger change in the speed would cause a higher cou-
865 pling on the cathode airflow that could be detrimental to the fuel
866 cell, especially if such an overdamped designed is still used.
867 6.3.2 Experiment 3—Test 2: Fuel Valve Disturbance Rejec-
868 tion. Similar to the single-input single-output case of Fig. 8, Fig.
869 11 presents a fuel valve step perturbation that reproduces a waste
870 heat variation due to an increase of a hypothetical fuel cell load
871 change, but during a simultaneous control of actuators.
872 As well as for the single-input single-output case, the signifi-
873 cant variation of thermal energy (200 kWth) that affected the tur-
874 bine speed operation was properly handled by the electric load.
875 The controller provided a change of 18.5 kW in about 4.08 s, and
876 the maximum rate of change was 1 kW in a single time-step (80
877 ms). Similarly to the previous case, the quick response and the
878 pronounced rejection capability on the turbine speed provided the
879 most important benefit on the minimization of the coupling on the
880 cathode airflow. Indeed, a deviation of just 300 rpm affected the
881 turbine speed when the heat perturbation was applied, and the air-
882 flow was kept steady during such a transient.
883 Compared to Fig. 9, the cathode airflow did not present steady-
884 state difference because it was controlled by the cold-air bypass
885 valve, but presented a similar oscillation when the fuel flow per-
886 turbation was applied. Even in this case, the over-damped design
887 limited the rejection of the coupling effect on the cathode airflow.
888 The maximum rate of change of the cold-air bypass valve was
889 only equal to 0.1% for a single time-step (80 ms). The coupling
890effect of a hypothetical fuel cell load perturbation on the cathode
891airflow is just 0.03 kg/s, and the fuel cell would be able to tolerate
892this oscillation. If the fuel cell had been electrochemically active,
893the oscillation in the cathode airflow would have affected the tur-
894bine speed even more, due to the self-propagated effect existing in
895the hybrid configuration. However, the turbine speed controller
896responded pretty quickly, and this confirms that constant turbine
897speed operation, or an excellent rejection capability for turbine
898speed perturbations, minimized the coupling effect on the cathode
899airflow.
900As well as for the single-input single-output case, a larger devi-
901ation in the turbine speed and a more consistent electric load
902change were shown in the experimental test compared to the sim-
903ulation results. In this case, such inconsistency does not affect sig-
904nificantly the controller performance, but still presents the need
905for a better quantification of the dynamic response in the modeling
906of the system and during the design of the controller.
9076.3.3 Experiment 3—Test 3: Cathode Airflow Set-Point
908Tracking Maneuver. Similarly to the single-input single-output
909case of Fig. 9, Fig. 12 presents the cathode airflow setpoint track-
910ing variation, but during simultaneous control of actuators. The
911amplitude for the cathode airflow variation was kept equal to
9120.2 kg/s.
913Figure 12 shows that the simultaneous control of the electric
914load rejected 1000 rpm of coupling on the turbine speed during
915the automated control of the cold-air bypass valve to track the
916cathode airflow setpoint change presented in Fig. 9. Specifically,
917the control strategy was able to open the cold-air valve by 30%,
Fig. 10 Experiment 3—test 1, turbine speed set-point tracking maneuver during simultaneous control of actuators
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918 and reduced the electric load from 40.5 kW down to 33.5 kW to
919 keep the turbine speed constant. The maximum rate of change for
920 the cold-air bypass valve was equal to 0.6% in a single time-step
921 (80 ms), and for the electric load command to maintain the turbine
922 speed constant was 0.5 kW. However, a few spikes showed in
923 dashed circles in Fig. 12 affected the turbine speed around nomi-
924 nal conditions. A robust design in future work could be preferable
925 to avoid detrimental instabilities on the turbine shaft.
926 Similarly to the single-input single-output case, the multivari-
927 able control strategy presented the same limitation in the compari-
928 son between the simulation and experimental results. For instance,
929 the simulated response of the cold-air bypass valve showed a
930 more reactive behavior that provided an accurate tracking of the
931 airflow set-point change. On the other hand, the physical actuator
932 has a slower response that affected the airflow tracking due to an
933 inaccuracy in the model of the valve.
934 7 Summary and Conclusions
935 This paper showed an experimental evaluation of a 2 2 multi-
936 variable control strategy applied to a gas turbine recuperated cycle
937 designed for a fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid concept. State-space
938 methodology was used to quantify the dynamic performance of
939 the physical plant. In this scenario, the fuel cell was electrochemi-
940 cal inactive, but the control of the physical hybrid plant was still a
941 challenge due to the large size of the compressor plenum volume,
942 which represents the cathode and anode pressure drop in the
943 hybrid configuration. In the experiments, the electric load was
944 used to control the turbine in order to evaluate the relationship
945 between the speed and the power generator, whereas the cathode
946 airflow was controlled using the cold-air bypass valve, which
947showed a strong coupling on the turbine speed. The control strat-
948egy was evaluated under heat disturbance perturbation that repre-
949sented a hypothetical fuel cell load variation, and turbine speed
950and cathode airflow setpoint tracking maneuver.
951An overall inconsistency was shown between the designed per-
952formance in simulation environment and the response of the
953power plant due to hardware limitations in the sensor measure-
954ment, actuation of the valves, and underdamped dynamic effects
955that were difficult to be captured with the first-order dynamic
956model that was used to design the control strategy. For instance,
957during turbine speed setpoint tracking change, an overdamped
958designed produced an underdamped behavior, and a significant
959peak overshooting from the setpoint occurred. In general, it was
960shown that for hybrid systems, a turbine speed deviation for more
961than a few seconds generates strong coupling on the cathode air-
962flow that can be detrimental for the fuel cell operation. Further-
963more, the same set of gains that well perform for disturbance
964rejection can cause an excessive response for set-point tracking
965operation.
966During heat perturbation, the shaft power required to maintain
967constant turbine speed operation was equal to 16 kW of change in
968the electric load when a hypothetical 10% (200 kWth) of fuel cell
969load turn down operation was reproduced. The coupling in the
970cathode airflow was minimized and kept below a 5% limit that
971avoids fuel cell damage. However, the cold-air bypass valve
972showed a slow response due to hardware limitations and inaccur-
973acy in the underdamped dynamics of the first-order model used to
974characterize the cold-air bypass-cathode airflow response to tune
975the controller.
976Finally, although the fuel cell was electrochemically inactive, a
9770.2 kg/s of cathode airflow perturbation caused almost 1000 rpm
Fig. 11 Experiment 3—test 2, fuel valve disturbance rejection during simultaneous control of actuators
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978 of change in the turbine speed operation due to the effect of the
979 cold-air bypass valve. During the simultaneous control of actua-
980 tors, the multivariable control strategy was able to keep the tur-
981 bine speed constant. This test presented the most significant
982 difference in the response of the controller between simulation
983 and experimental behaviors due to hardware limitations in the
984 physical system. However, the overall comparison between simu-
985 lation and experimental results of the multivariable control strat-
986 egy presented in this paper shows that the coupling in hybrid
987 power systems can be strong enough such that even linear transfer
988 functions can be inadequate to describe fluid and turbomachinery
989 behaviors occurring during transients.
990 8 Future Work
991 As mentioned, in this work, the fuel cell was electrochemical
992 inactive to avoid critical damaging to the turbine equipment dur-
993 ing the simultaneous operation of the actuators. However, future
994 work will evaluate the multivariable control strategy during the
995 electrochemical activity of the fuel cell. In this case, the coupling
996 between cathode airflow and turbine speed can be very detrimen-
997 tal due to the self-propagated effect between fuel cell and turbine
998 transient [25]. Gains optimization and the communication effect
999 in the multivariable control strategy will definitely play a critical
1000 role to minimize the coupling interactions. Higher order mathe-
1001 matical models in the discrete time domain will be directly
1002included in the state-space representation to identify a larger range
1003of frequencies in the system, and to more precisely quantify the
1004time delay as time steps of delay [35]. AQ13Optimal control tuning,
1005robust and adaptable design of novel control strategies will be
1006also compared to this baseline control problem [36].
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Nomenclature 1014
1015A ¼ states matrix in the state-space formulation
~A ¼ states matrix of the desired response
1016B ¼ inputs matrix in the state-space formulation
1017C ¼ output matrix in the state-space formulation
1018g ¼ transfer function in the Laplace domain
1019G ¼ matrix transfer function
Fig. 12 Experiment 3—test 3, cathode airflow set-point tracking maneuver during simultaneous control of actuators
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1020 k ¼ transfer function gain
1021 p ¼ pole location in the frequency domain
1022 s ¼ Laplace variable
1023 u ¼ input vector
1024 ua ¼ input vector augmentation
1025 ud ¼ disturbance input vector
1026 u1 ¼ electric load
1027 u2 ¼ cold-air bypass valve
1028 u3 ¼ fuel valve gas turbine combustor
1029 u4 ¼ hot-air bypass valve
1030 x ¼ state vector
1031 xa ¼ state vector augmentation
1032 x1 ¼ turbine speed error
1033 x2 ¼ cathode airflow error
1034 x3 ¼ turbine state feedback
1035 x4 ¼ cathode airflow feedback
1036 y ¼ output vector
1037 y1 ¼ turbine speed error
1038 y2 ¼ cathode airflow error
1039 Du ¼ input variation
1040 Dy ¼ output variation
1041 # ¼ time delay
 ¼ Hadamard product operator, element by element
1042 multiplication
1043 Acronyms
1044 FOPDT ¼ first order plus delay time transfer function
1045 IMC ¼ internal model control
1046 RGA(G) ¼ relative gain array matrix of G
1047 RGAnumber ¼ relative gain array number
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